JUDAISM STUDY GUIDE


Approximately	how	many	Jews	are	there	in	the	world	today?




	In which two nations does the majority of Jews live today? 	;





	What is the word typically used to describe what Jews consider to be their sacred relationship/agreement with  God?   	


	The most sacred part of Jewish scripture, it forms the first large section (the "T" section) of the Hebrew Bible or Tanakh.   	


	What	is	the	name	given	to	Jewish	communal	worship	centres?





	With the destruction of the Second Temple, priests as spiritual leaders were replaced by these new figures.   	
	Which two meals -- one repeating on a weekly cycle and the other as part of the annual festival calendar -- are the two most sacred within the Jewish tradition? 	;  	


	This communal ceremony is a life cycle ritual that typically takes place at the eight-day mark for male babies -- it marks the covenant between God and Abraham.   	


	Traditionally, which parent needs to be Jewish for one to qualify automatically as a Jew?   	


	True or False: It is much easier to convert to Judaism than is the case for most other world religions.   	


	Rather than refer to themselves as the ultra-orthodox, those Jews who most strictly obey the laws in the Bible refer to themselves by this term.




	Which Jewish holy day derives from the sacred tradition that God rested after creating the universe?   	


	This is the day of the week on which Jews are most likely to go to synagogue.



	Sometimes also called phylactereies, these are the small cubic black leather boxes with leather straps that Orthodox Jewish men wear on their head and arm during weekday morning prayer.   	


	What is the name given to the skullcaps worn by Orthodox Jewish men?





	Who, according to Jewish tradition, did God choose to be father of a great nation?   	


	These are the most important rules that God is said to have given to Moses on Mt. Sinai.   	


	What sacred container was said by tradition to be stored at the centre of King Solomon's Temple in  Jerusalem?   	


	Where were Jews exiled after the destruction of the First Temple in 587/586 BCE?   	


	Which Jewish festival commemorates the restoration of the temple in 164 BCE from Syrian control?   	


	Although Jesus was born, lived and died as a Jew, Jews and Christians would ultimately split over the issue of whether Jesus was indeed this figure promised within the Jewish tradition.   	
	The first Jewish Revolt against Roman occupation led to the destruction of the First Temple in which year?   	


	This Jewish sacred scripture exists in two forms -- a Palestinian and a Babylonian version -- and includes both commentary and elaboration upon the earlier Mishnah, an attempt to translate the oral tradition into written form.




	This messianic and mystical form of Judaism developed in Poland and Central Europe in the early 1700s.   	


	Which branch of Judaism developed in 19th-century Germany and argued that Jewish law and ritual needed to adapt to changing times rather than to attempt to remain eternally unchanged and fixed in place?




	Which annual	festival  remembers  the  escape  of Jews from	Egypt?





	Which Hebrew Bible book tells the story of Moses leading the Israelites out of Egypt	into	the	Sinai	and	their	40	years	in	the	Wilderness?




	According to sacred tradition, who led the Israelites into the Promised Land and helped to conquer Jericho?   	
	According to tradition, who was the first king in Jerusalem?   	



	This is the Jewish New Year.   	



	The Jewish Day of Atonement, it comes at the end of the ten Days of Awe and is the most solemn synagogue day of the year.   	


	What Jewish festival celebrates the story told in the Book of Esther and the foiling of the attempt by the Persian minister Haman to murder the Jews?




	The Tenth Biblical plague, the plague of the first-born, helps to explain the name for what Jewish festival?   	


	What meal is the highlight of the Passover festival?   	



	This Passover book tells the story of the Exodus in fourteen steps.





	Typically regarded as Judaism's most important philosopher, he lived in 12th- century	Spain	before	fleeing	with	his	family	to	Egypt.




	What form of Judaism attempts to find a middle path between the Orthodox and Reform branches of the faith?   	


	True or False: Jews are supposed to pray three times a day  	
	What is the name given to a quorum of ten adult Jewish males?





	What is the language in which a Jewish synagogue service is conducted?





	What is the name given for the platform and desk used in synagogue services for Torah readings?   	


